Productive chemical interaction between a bacterial microcolony couple is enhanced by periodic relocation.
This paper describes a system to study how small physical perturbations can affect bacterial community behavior in unexpected ways through modulation of diffusion and convective transport of chemical communication molecules and resources. A culture environment that mimics the chemically open characteristic of natural bacterial habitats but with user-defined spatiotemporal control of bacteria microcolonies is realized through use of an aqueous two phase system (ATPS). The ATPS is formulated with nontoxic dextran (DEX) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) dissolved in cell culture media. DEX-phase droplets formed within a bulk PEG-phase stably confine the bacteria within it while small molecules diffuse relatively freely. Bacteria-containing DEX droplets can also be magnetically relocated, without loss of its bacterial content, when DEX-conjugated magnetic particles are included. We found that decreasing the distance between quorum-sensing (QS)-coupled microcolonies increased green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression due to increased inter-colony chemical communication but with upper limits. Periodic relocation of the chemical signal receiver colony, however, increased GFP expression beyond these typical bounds predicted by quorum sensing concepts alone by maintaining inter-colony chemical communication while also relieving the colony of short-range resource depletion effects. Computer simulations suggest that such increased productive output in response to periodic nonlethal physical perturbations is a common feature of chemically activated interactive cell systems where there is also a short-range inhibitory effect. In addition to providing insights on the effect of bacteria relocation, the magnetic ATPS droplet manipulation capability should be broadly useful for bioanalyses applications where selective partitioning at the microscale in fully aqueous conditions is needed.